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A. Introduction 
 
The Electricity Authority is implementing a Financial Transmission Rights (FTR) market with the first 
auction of FTRs scheduled to occur in June 2013 for the July 2013 period.   Energy Clearing House 
Limited (a subsidiary of NZX Limited) is the Clearing Manager for this market.  
 
In December 2012 the Clearing Manager published the Financial Transmission Rights Prudential 
Security Assessment Methodology (“Assessment Methodology”), after approval by the Electricity 
Authority, as required under clauses 14.19A and 14.18B of the Electricity Industry Participation Code 
(Code). The Assessment Methodology sets out the prudential security requirements for holders of 
FTRs and the basis on which these requirements are calculated. The Assessment Methodology is 
available online at: http://www.nzxgroup.com/energy/ftr-clearing-and-settlement.  
 
Following clauses 14.19B and 14.19C of the Code, the Clearing Manager may consult on a variation 
to its Assessment Methodology and submit the variation to the Authority for approval. In preparing 
a variation, the Clearing Manager must: 

- Consult with persons that the clearing manager thinks are representative of the interests of 
persons likely to be substantially affected  

- Consider submissions made, and 
- Provide a copy of each submission to the Authority.  

  
This consultation document proposes a variation to the Assessment Methodology and invites 
feedback from all persons who consider themselves to be substantially affected by the proposal.  
 
The issue: 
The Grid Owner has recently advised the following with respect section two of the HVDC Upgrade 
Project, including replacing the control systems of Pole 2: 

 There are now four planned bi-pole outages of the HVDC inter-island link, each of 3 days 
duration, with one in each of August, September, October and November 2013. 

 Further, while plans for HVDC maintenance are not fully developed, the FTR regime should 
allow for at least one-two bi pole outages a year which would exceed the current FTR Grid 
Policy threshold of 8 hours. 

 
Under the current FTR Grid Policy, bi-pole outages of duration of greater than 8 hours would have 
the Grid Owner flagging a bi-pole outage in the network model, which would in turn lead to the FTR 
Manager to apply 0MW capacities to the HVDC in both directions. This would lead to zero FTR 
capacity being auctioned for the August – November FTR periods. This approach is intended for to 
reduce the chances of revenue inadequacy however does not allow for the opportunity for 
participants to cover against locational price risk during times of outage.  
 
Given these issues, the FTR Manager raised this issue at the FTR Users Group meeting on 29 May 
2013. The following three options were identified before, during and after this meeting: 

A. Zero capacity – Status quo reflective of the current FTR Grid Policy 
B. Limited Capacity – Offer a pragmatic amount of capacity on the understanding that 

excess revenue adequacy in non-outage periods would compensate for any revenue 
inadequacy during outage periods. 

http://www.nzxgroup.com/energy/ftr-clearing-and-settlement
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C. Settlement Adjustments – Remove trading periods with a bi-pole outage completely 
from the provisional FTR Hedge Value calculation. Would require participants to self-
insure during outage periods. 

 
Given there was no clear consensus on the preferred option, the FTR Manager and Clearing Manager 
proposed to investigate further the Settlement Adjustment approach. The implementation of this 
approach would require changes to both the FTR Allocation Plan and  the Assessment Methodology. 
The FTR Manager has released in parallel to this document its Consultation on HVDC Bipole Outages 
and a Potential Variation to the FTR Allocation Plan 2012 (10 June 2013) which provides explanation 
in greater detail of the options as above. 
 
The Clearing Manager considers that no change is required to the Assessment Methodology if 
options A or B above are selected. However, if option C is selected, a variation to the Assessment 
Methodology is required.  Accordingly, this document considers the implications and proposes a 
variation to the Assessment Methodology if and only if option C is selected. 
 
For the avoidance of doubt, the variation proposed in this document to the Assessment 
Methodology is contingent upon acceptance of option C of the Consultation on HVDC Bipole Outages 
and a Potential Variation to the FTR Allocation Plan 2012 (10 June 2013), which has been released in 
parallel to this document. Non-acceptance of option C makes the proposed variation to the 
Assessment Methodology null and void.  
 

B. Scope 
The scope of this document is limited to providing an explanation of the proposed change to the 
Assessment Methodology as a result of adopting option C – settlement adjustment as above, with 
the purpose of gaining feedback relating to the Assessment Methodology change only from 
electricity industry participants.   
 
Note the selection of the preferred option is out of scope of this consultation.  Any comments 
relating to the selection of the preferred option are to be directed to the FTR manager through its 
Consultation on HVDC Bipole Outages and a Potential Variation to the FTR Allocation Plan 2012 (10 
June 2013). 

C. Consultation process 
The Clearing Manager invites participants to submit feedback to the proposed change in Assessment 
Methodology as reflected in this document.  
 
Written responses in electronic form are preferred.  The consultation period begins on 12 June 2012.  
Responses should be emailed to cmanager@nzx.com.  If you do not wish to send your submission 
electronically, you should send one hard copy of the submission to the address below. 
 

Postal address 
 
Clearing Manager 
c/o NZX Energy 
NZX Limited 
P.O. Box 2959 
Wellington 6140 

 

Physical delivery 
 
Clearing Manager 
c/o NZX Energy 
NZX Limited 
NZX Centre 
11 Cable Street, Level 2 
Wellington 

mailto:cmanager@nzx.com
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Responses should be received by 17:00 on 21 June 2013 for full consideration. The Clearing Manager 
will acknowledge receipt of all submissions electronically. Please contact the cmanager@nzx.com if 
you do not receive electronic acknowledgement of your submission within two business days. 
 
Please identify any confidential information. The Clearing Manager may make available non-
confidential aspects of submissions on its website. Submitters should indicate any documents 
attached, in support of the submission, in a covering letter and clearly indicate any information that 
is provided on a confidential basis. All information received as part of submissions will be made 
available to the Authority.    Please note that all information provided to the Authority is subject to 
the Official Information Act 1982.   
 
A question that the Clearing Manager would like feedback on is provided for in Section F.  
Participants are welcome, though, to provide feedback on other areas within the scope of this paper. 
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D. Overview of Option C - Settlement Adjustment option 
 
We refer to the Consultation on HVDC Bipole Outages and a Potential Variation to the FTR Allocation 
Plan 2012 (10 June 2013) which has been released in parallel. This consultation identifies three 
potential options for dealing with bi-pole outages. The Clearing Manager considers that only option 
C – settlement adjustment would require a change to its Assessment Methodology.  With respect to 
this option we note the following: 
 

 It is proposed that for bi-pole outages of any duration (including for durations of less than 8 
hours), the affected periods would be excluded from the provisional FTR Hedge value 
calculation. 

 The FTR Manager would convey the Grid Owner’s Actual Bipole Outages file to the Clearing 
Manager. 

 The Clearing Manager would exclude (zero-out) the first X trading periods for which there 
was an Actual Bipole Outage, where X is the lesser of:. 

o the Planned Bipole Outage Duration in trading periods (Y), and   
o the number of trading periods of Actual Bipole Outages (Z) 

 Given the requirement for a Code change as per 4.3.2 of the Consultation on HVDC Bipole 
Outages and a Potential Variation to the FTR Allocation Plan 2012 (10 June 2013), it is 
proposed that the FTR Acquisition Cost will remain for all periods as part of this option. 

 
If option C is determined to be the preferred option, we note the following effects: 

 The Clearing Manager proposes to alter the treatment of the daily settlement price (DSP) to 
account for excluded periods after the outages have occurred. The Clearing Manager also 
proposes that the treatment of DSP prior to the occurrence of the outage will be unchanged 
from the current methodology. The treatment of DSP is discussed in detail in section E.  

 The methodology for assessing prudential requirements will remain unchanged. However, 
by virtue of exclusion of outage periods, the prudential calculation will assume a zero price 
difference during those actual outage periods which are excluded as above.   
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E. Proposed change to the Clearing Manager’s Assessment 
Methodology 

The proposed approach for the settlement adjustment is described in detail in the Consultation on 
HVDC Bipole Outages and a Potential Variation to the FTR Allocation Plan 2012 (10 June 2013) and 
summarised in Section D.   
 
One adjustment to the Assessment Methodology is proposed, to the way in which Daily Settlement 
Price and hence provisional FTR hedge value are to be derived. 
 
The Assessment Methodology does not currently cover for situations of planned or unplanned bi-
pole outages and the exclusions of trading periods associated with such outages in calculating the 
Daily Settlement Price. 
 
The Assessment Methodology currently uses three sub-methods to assess Daily Settlement Price 
(DSP) of FTRs as follows: 
 

1. During the period ending one month before the start of the FTR Period (Method 
I) 
The DSP is set equal to a  Price Setting Trade (auction clearing price) if available, 
otherwise the previous business day’s DSP adjusted by relative movement of 
reference price as derived using ASX price movements (obligations only) and 
reference to a predictive price model. Where a bi-pole outage exclusion has 
been notified prior to an auction, the DSP will incorporate the effect of the 
exclusion.  ASX and model driven values, on the other hand, will continue to 
include bi-pole outage periods and their relative movement may be affected by 
the outage periods.  As a result, DSP will somewhat incorporate the effects of an 
outage without changing the Prudential Security Assessment Methodology. 

 
Comment: 
While the Predictive Price model explicitly considers the effects of planned outages and generates 
prices which can be correlated with outage periods it will be problematic for the Clearing Manager 
to assess the effects of a bi-pole outage on ASX prices.  The Clearing Manager proposes to leave this 
sub-methodology unchanged. 
 

2. During the month before the start of the FTR period (Method II) 
A calculated FTR settlement based upon the Clearing Manager’s spot market 
prudential security price projection methodology (CMSMPSPPM) is phased in 
and the use of Method I is phased out. On the first day of the month, a 
weighting of 5% is applied to the CMSMPSPPM. This increases in a linear manner 
to 100% by the end of the month.  

 
Comment:  
This method uses a trailing price average and will therefore include outages which have occurred in 
the three weeks prior in its assessment. Alternately, it will not account for any future planned 
outages. The Clearing Manager proposes to leave this method unchanged due to the complexity, 
cost and lead time required to implement a change.  
 

3. From the FTR period until settlement (Method III) 
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DSP is based upon a calculated FTR settlement value using Final Prices where 
available – the CMSMPSPPM is used to project prices for other days.  

 
Comment: 
The Clearing Manager proposes to change this sub methodology, and hence the Assessment 
Methodology, as follows: 
 

A calculated FTR settlement using Final Prices where available – the CMSMPSPPM is 
used to project prices for other days. For periods in which the FTR Manager has 
notified the Clearing Manager of a bi-pole outage which results in periods being 
excluded from settlement, the Clearing Manager will exclude those periods from the 
Daily Settlement Price calculation. 

 
The effect of this change on the level of prudential security a participant would be required to hold 
would depend on a combination of the duration of the outage, the size of the projected and actual 
price separation during the outage periods, the direction and size of the participant’s FTR contracts 
and any other spot market exposures. 
 
Proposed variation to the Assessment Methodology if Option C is selected 
 
If Option C is selected, the Clearing Manager proposes to add text to the description column in the 
last row of the table in Section D. Daily Settlement Price, on page 7 of the Assessment Methodology 
as shown below in edit marks below: 
 

Method Period Description 

III  From the FTR period until 
settlement  

A calculated FTR settlement using Final 
Prices where available – the CMSMPSPPM 
is used to project prices for other days.[For 
periods in which the FTR Manager has 
notified the Clearing Manager of a bi-pole 
outage which results in periods being 
excluded from settlement, the Clearing 
Manager will exclude those periods from 
the Daily Settlement Price calculation.] 

 
 
As above, we believe there to be no change required within the Assessment Methodology with 
respect to the calculation of exposure and/or prudential requirements.  
 
Refer to the full Assessment Methodology, available at: http://www.nzxgroup.com/energy/ftr-
clearing-and-settlement. 

http://www.nzxgroup.com/energy/ftr-clearing-and-settlement
http://www.nzxgroup.com/energy/ftr-clearing-and-settlement
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F. Question for participants 

1. If Option C from the Consultation on HVDC Bipole Outages and a Potential Variation to the 
FTR Allocation Plan 2012 (10 June 2013) is selected, do you agree with the proposed change 
to the Financial Transmission Rights Prudential Security Assessment Methodology as 
specified in Section E of this document? 
 


